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   there is no will 
   outside of this pale horse

it is all centered there, in the middle
things cannot be centered elsewhere, things
it is all a violent spread of skins
like the only ominous voicing
“I am behind but I am neither of you”
as would be natural, then you could say
“I am your front and your back, highs and lows
I wrote a handful of pages
I wrote with this steep skin
I owed it many and all fears of mine
lettingly I presumed I would miss them
when I would lose, contact with it
on the contrary what happened was I lost my cause”
there is no will outside of this palest horse
only a handful of redberries and that’s that
the forest comes quiet, only in the night
a few whispers are heard as well
as are seen by those prone to seeing
a few of them certain, few more remain
other people are still dragging onto lost prospects
there is no will outside of this blank canvas rock
few of them paved the way, few instincts
there is no will or would outside of that
keep safe, keep calm and keep heated
we might be able to manage something in a few years’ time

   tonight there is only night, but night is late
   and dawn comes always irrational
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